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Dear Families,

Hip hip hooray for the holidays!  It's our favorite time of year—a 
season of family gatherings, good cheer and warm wishes.  We 
are excited to share these science goodies with your family. 
Perfect for stocking stuffers or holiday gifts!

Everything in our flier is designed to excite your child's curiosity 
about science and the world around us.  Simply choose the 
goodies, fill out the order form on the back, and return it to your 
child’s teacher by the due date.  Be sure to enclose your payment 
(cash or check) with your order.  In a few weeks, your child’s 
teacher will receive your class order... and then the fun begins!

Remember, your purchase helps bring more hands-on science 
into your child’s classroom.  Thank you for shopping with us! 

Due Date:
Please return your order form by:

        /        /

Holidays 2019

Super Cool Slime
We all know that slime is cool, but this slime 
is actually chilly to the touch!  Each flask 
contains a generous blob of multi-colored, 
shimmery goo that breaks when you pull it 
apart, but also flows like a liquid.  Why does it 
feel so cold?  Is it a solid or a liquid?  Comes in 
assorted colors.  Non-toxic.   ≈3 fl. oz.

SL-500           $3.95 each

Make Your Own Slime! 
Everything you need to make a half-ounce 
of perfect, gooey slime!  The Glowing Slime 
Kit comes with a capsule of Glow-in-the-
Dark Pigment.  Just hold it under a light (or 
outdoors) to activate the spooky glow.

SL-1 Slime-Making Kit  $3.95
SL-2  Glowing Slime-Making Kit  $4.95

In the light... In the dark!

Tint your slime with 
food coloring!

Shimmer Putty Trio
Our Shimmer Putty Trio 
bounces like a super ball, 
flows like slime, shears when 
pulled... and it sparkles!  Each 
plastic jar contains three 
different colored portions of 
slippery, shimmery, scented, 
silicone-based putty.  Colored 
layers are separated by plastic 
caps.  4.5 oz.  Colors may vary.

SL-510 $2.95

Melting Snowman
Build your snowman, decorate him, 
and then wait as he melts into a puddle 
of goo.  This special white bouncing putty has the 
properties of both a solid AND a liquid.  You can rebuild 
your snowman again and again—without the risk of 
frostbite!  50 g of putty.

PUT-300 $8.95 each

Small Balancing Bird
Our colorful little bird balances on 
anything—your finger, a pencil point...  
The center of mass (or center of 
gravity) is located beneath the tip of the 
beak.  Each comes with a stand.  ≈3" 
wingspan.  Colors may vary.

CTR-250        $1.50
Drinking Bird
One of our most beloved science 
toys!  You’ll be fascinated by this 
cheerful bird, who will dunk its head 
into a glass of water for 
days at a time!  What’s 
the secret?  Each 
glass bird comes with 
an explanation and 
suggested experiments.  
Colors may vary.  6" 
tall.  Caution: fragile.  
Ages 7+.

DB-100        $5.95

Dropper Popper
Dropper Poppers are crazy fun!  Just 
turn this rubber half-sphere inside 
out and drop it on the ground.  
The popper jumps up over five 
feet high!  This cool toy is a great 
example of potential and kinetic 
energy.  2.25" diameter.  Ages 7+.

POP-100   $2.75 each

Newton’s Kinetic YoYo
Set these colorful plastic spheres in 
motion with a flick of your wrist.  As 
the first sphere swings around, it stops 
and transfers its energy to the second 
sphere, forcing it to swing around.  Can 
you get them to clack together above 
and below the handle?  How long can 
you make the spheres clack together?  
Colors may vary.  8" handle. Ages 7+.

PO-NE-100         $1.50

Choositz 
Decision Balls
These two black rubber 
balls look the same but 
WOW, are they different! 
When dropped, one ball 
bounces while the other 
hits the surface and stops 
right there.  What else can 
you observe?  Includes 
two 1.5" dia. balls.

SS-3         $7.75 / pair

Top 
kid 

pick!

Centripetal Spinner
This lovely plastic wand reflects a dazzling rainbow 
as it spins.  Twirl the stick and because of inertia the 
thin ribbons spread into a bubble or “snowman” 
shape.  The faster you spin, the wider the bubble 
becomes!  It can be gently twisted by hand to make 
a delicate “flower” that neatly tucks itself into a 
tight ball.  Endlessly fascinating!  9" wand.

PHY-250 $3.95
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Mini Lava Lamp
A geology experiment that’s fun 
and informative.  As you build your 
own mini lava lamp, you’ll learn how 
magma moves under the Earth’s 
crust.  Ages 7+.

RM-700 $9.95

Jellyfish Diver
Learn all about buoyancy and 
Archimedes’ principle with the 
Jellyfish Cartesian Diver.  Just 
squeeze the bottle to control the 
diver!  2" tall.  Colors may vary.  
One diver per package.

CD-440        $3.95 each

Flowing Color 
Spectrum
Turn this clear tumbler over 

and watch as different colors 
of droplets float down.  How 
many liquids are there?  Why 
do the drops change shape as 
they fall?  Can you make them 
drop faster or slower?  Use 
this mesmerizing object as a 
visual timer, calm-down jar, or 
to sharpen your observational 
skills.  Colors may vary.

DEN-445       $6.95

Six Geode Slices
These colorful agate slices have been 
stained and polished to enhance their 
natural beauty.  How many different 
layers of minerals can you see?  You’ll 
love these unique samples, ≈1/8" 
thick, 2-3" across.

RM-510        $8.25 / six pack

Rocks, Fossils, 
Minerals & Gemstones
Each set of 21 labeled specimens comes in a clear plastic display case (7" x 3.5") 
that can be opened for closer inspection.  Perfect for a young collector!  Use a 
Private Eye Loupe (page 4) to examine each sample’s texture and color. 

RM-800 Rocks, Fossils, Minerals & Gemstones of the US  $8.95
RM-810 Native Rocks - Foundations of the Earth    $8.95
RM-820 Natural Gemstones - Jewels in the Rough  $8.95
RM-830 Complete Set of Three              $21.95

RM-800

RM-810

RM-820

Sealed Iron Filings
Hold a magnet beneath your iron 
filings in a sealed plastic case.  
See how they react and show 
magnetic fields.  The magnetic 
field makes the filings stand up!  
Mess free!  Ages 5+.  3.7" x 2.7".   

M-610           $2.95

Sticky Stones
Don’t be fooled by these normal-
looking stones; they’re magnetic!  
Build fun structures and explore the 
theory of magnetism at the same time.  
Includes ½ pound (10-20 stones).

RM-150 $6.95

Magnetic Wand
There’s a magnet hidden inside this 

colored plastic paddle.  What can 
you pick up with your wand?  How 
many paper clips or Magnetic 
Marbles can you collect in a 
single swipe?  Easy to clean, less 
chance of accidentally pinching 

your fingers.  Colors may vary.

M-510          $1.75

Magnetic Marbles
These aren’t ordinary marbles—they’re magnets!  They 
attract and repel each other, making them interact in 
amazing ways.  Try them with our Magnetic Wand!  
20 per bag.

M-620     $5.95

Magnetic Wand and Marbles sold separately.

Periodic Table Jigsaw Puzzle
This puzzle, in the shape of Theodore Gray’s famous photographic 

Periodic Table, contains 1,000 sturdy pieces.  
A great way to learn about the 

elements of the Periodic Table 
while having fun.  36" x 16" 
completed size.

PER-555          $19.95

Magic Crystal Tree
Assemble your tree, add growing 
solution, and in just a few minutes 
you’ll see the specially-treated paper 
branches begin to bloom with colorful 
crystals!  Crystals continue to grow for 
hours.  Includes one tree form, growing 
solution, and base.  Tree measures 4" 
tall.  Colors may vary.  Ages 6+.

CRY-200 $3.25

Periodic Table Playing Cards
Each playing card features details about 
one element: its name in English, French, 
and Spanish; its atomic number, mass, 
melting and boiling points; and relevant 
usages.  Includes 104 cards plus Jokers 
and instructions for games.

PER-300          $15.95

ColorFlame 
Birthday Candles
Unlike anything you have seen 
before, the flames of these 
candles burn in brilliant hues of 
red, green, blue, orange, & purple!  
Created using 100% natural, 
nontoxic ingredients.  Set of 12 
candles and holders.  2.25" tall.

SPC-200          $2.95

Top 10 pick!

A super hit!

Sandscape
It's fascinating to watch the eddy 
currents form by the flowing sand 
in a moving liquid!  If you look 
carefully, you can even observe the 
fluid moving upward as everything 
else seems to be flowing downward.  
Colors may vary.  5.5" x 8".

DEN-440       $12.95



Construct-
A-Clock
Build a clock 
in just 10 
minutes, 
wind it up 
and watch it 
run for over 
eight hours. No 
batteries required!  
8" clock face.

TIM-100        $15.95

Tin Can Robot
Turn a metal can into a 
walking, wobbling, bug-
eyed robot!  AA battery 
required.  For ages 8+.

GRN-120 $14.95

ScooterBot
With colorful chenille stems, wiggly eyes, and a 
toothbrush head body, our ScooterBots are as 
adorable as they are educational.  What makes them 
go?  A battery-powered pulsating motor causes the 
individual bristles (or legs) to vibrate and shimmy, 
sending the bot scooting across any flat surface.  
Kit contains all you need to create these mini-
marvels, including instructions.  Ages 8+.

ROB-200 $3.25 eachWorking Wood Catapult
Build your own miniature 
catapult—an ancient 
device used to hurl things 
through the air.  This 
working model can 
be assembled in 
less than an hour 
(excluding the 
time it takes for 
the glue to dry).  
Learn about simple 
machines and levers!  
How far can things fly?  
10" x 6" x 5".  7.5" arm.  
For ages 9+.  

CAT-300        $19.95

Plus-Plus
Each tube contains 
dozens of colorful 
jigsaw-shaped 
bricks that can be 
built into any form 
you can imagine. A 
perfect opportunity 
for open play.  What 
will you build with these 
addictive bricks?  Crafted in Denmark from BPA-
free and phthalate-free plastic.  Ages 5+.

CST-675 70 Piece Tube $7.95
CST-680 240 Piece Tube $14.95

Mysterious Glowing Ball
 
This ball is DEFINITELY mysterious—especially in a darkened room.  
Hold it in your hand and it will glow with a white light.  Now spin it 
around in a circle (using the attached tether) and suddenly you’ll 
see red, blue, and green lights.  Stop spinning and the light is white 
again.  The secret is multi-colored LED lights inside the 
ball.  Those colors, combined, appear to your eyes 
as white light when stationary, but they can 
be detected separately when in motion.  
2.5" dia.  Batteries are included.

OPT-500 $6.95
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Shark Tooth Stew
This pack contains more 
than 200 marine fossils.  
What will you find?  Each 
kit contains shark teeth, sea 
urchins, manta rays, clams, 
ammonites (ancestors of 
snails), crinoids, and more!  
Free sorting chart online.  
Ages 5+.

RM-710 $10.95

Rattleback
A Rattleback is a colorful 
piece of curved plastic that 
seems to defy physics.  Spin 
it clockwise and within a few 
seconds it will stop, and then begin 
spinning in the opposite direction!  Wow!  What happens 
if you spin it counter-clockwise?  What if you tap one end 
while it’s spinning?  The Rattleback’s unique design causes 
its energy to shift directions.  4" long.  Colors vary.

SS-325 $1.25 each

Flow Ring
This mesmerizing toy is made from a single 
strand of flexible metal.  It has been called 
a “4th dimensional Slinky.”  Get ready 
to be astonished as you watch this 
spherical toroid ring roll, bend, and 
flow.  Folds flat and pops open into 
a 3D geometrical shape.  Comes 
with a storage pouch.

PHY-265       $8.95

The SpillNot
Set a cup with liquid 
on the SpillNot base 
and give it a whirl!  
The liquid won’t 
spill or slosh in the 
cup.  The reason?  
Centripetal force 
and the basic laws 
of physics.  You won’t 
believe how useful—and 
cool—this gadget is!

PHY-300 $12.95

UV Beads and 
Bracelet/Necklace Kit
Indoors these beads are white, but head outside 
and they’ll instantly change to bright, bold colors!  
They return to white when you’re back indoors.  
The secret is the invisible ultraviolet light emitted 
by the sun, 93,000,000 miles away.  Great for 
learning about the power of UV light and the 
importance of sunscreen.

The bag of assorted beads contains about 250 
color-changing ultraviolet beads.  In the kit, you’ll 
get 25 assorted UV beads and 1 yard of rawhide.  

UV-AST 2 oz. Assorted Beads $6.95 
UV-KIT Bracelet/Necklace Kit $5.95

Mini Fiber-Optic Light
Did you know light can bend?  It does!  
Our 9" tall LED light has dozens of long 
fiber optic strands, producing a beautiful 
shimmering effect.  Gently brush the fibers 
with your hand to make the light specks 
dance!  Battery included.  Colors may vary.

OPT-275 $3.95

The faster 
you spin it, 

the more 
the colors 
separate!

A super seller!

Best 
seller!

NEW!

Polymer Snow Tube
Create a winter 
wonderland in seconds!  
Just add water and the 
little grains will absorb 
the water by osmosis 
and increase to 100 
times their original 
size!  As the water 
evaporates, they will 
shrink to their original 
size, ready to use again.  
Comes in a 5.5" plastic 
test tube.  About 17 g.

GB-270 $4.50

Hydrophobic Sand Tube
This amazing sand 
is dyed and coated 
to repel water, so 
it's always dry.  It's 
hydrophobic (water 
fearing)!  When 
submerged in water, 
the sand can be 
molded into structures.  
Simply separate from 
water to reuse!  Colors 
will vary.  Sand comes 
in a 5.5" plastic test 
tube.  About 50 g.

MS-4 $4.50

Make 
your own 

personal UV 
detectors!
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Student’s 
Name

Total # of Items Grand Total

Give this order form and cash 
or check to your teacher. ✁

page 1
page 2

page 3
page 4

Item No. Description Qty  x  Price  = Total $

SL-1 Slime Making Kit $3.95

SL-2 Glowing Slime Kit $4.95

SL-510 Shimmer Putty Trio $2.95

PUT-300 Melting Snowman $8.95

SL-500 Super Cool Slime $3.95

CTR-250 Small Balancing Bird $1.50

PHY-250 Centripetal Spinner $3.95

PO-NE-100 Newton's Kinetic Yo-Yo $1.50

SS-3 Choositz Decision Balls (pair) $7.75

DB-100 Drinking Bird $5.95

POP-100 Dropper Popper (single) $2.75

DEN-445 Flowing Color Spectrum $6.95

RM-700 Mini Lava Lamp $9.95

CD-440 Jellyfish Diver (single) $3.95

PER-555 Periodic Table Jigsaw Puzzle $19.95

PER-300 Periodic Table Playing Cards $15.95

CRY-200 Magic Crystal Tree (single) $3.25

SPC-200 ColorFlame Birthday Candles $2.95

RM-800 Rocks & Minerals of the US $8.95

RM-810 Native Rocks of the Earth $8.95

RM-820 Natural Gemstone Collection $8.95

RM-830 Set of 3 Rock Collections $21.95

RM-510 Geode Slices (six pack) $8.25

DEN-440 Sandscape $12.95

M-610 Sealed Iron Filings $2.95

M-620 Magnetic Marbles (20 pack) $5.95

M-510 Magnetic Wand (single) $1.75

RM-150 Sticky Stones $6.95

GRN-120 Tin Can Robot $14.95

ROB-200 ScooterBot $3.25

TIM-100 Construct-A-Clock $15.95

CAT-300 Working Wood Catapult $19.95

CST-675 Plus-Plus 70 Piece Tube $7.95

CST-680 Plus-Plus 240 Piece Tube $14.95

RM-710 Shark Tooth Stew $10.95

GB-270 Polymer Snow Tube $4.50

MS-4 Hydrophobic Sand Tube $4.50

PHY-300 The SpillNot $12.95

OPT-500 Mysterious Glowing Ball $6.95

SS-325 Rattleback (single) $1.25

PHY-265 Flow Ring $8.95

UV-AST UV Beads (2 oz.) $6.95

UV-KIT UV Bead Bracelet/Necklace Kit $5.95

OPT-275 Mini Fiber-Optic Light $3.95

CST-550 Turing Tumble $69.95

BUG-355 Chocolate Covered Insects (six) $2.95

FD-120 Astronaut Ice Cream $3.75

AIR-160 Paper Balloon Paradox $2.25

SM-515 Dissolving Paper (15 Sheets) $7.95

EYE-231 The Private Eye Loupe $3.95

STC-160 Static Snowstorm Kit $7.95

Astronaut Ice Cream 
Eat like an astronaut!  This freeze-dried ice cream never 
melts... at least not until you put it in your mouth.  You 
get three flavors—vanilla, chocolate, and strawberry.  
Break off a piece and share an out-of-this-world snack 
with your friends.  The package contains information 
about the freeze-drying process.  4.25" x 1.5" x 0.75".

FD-100  $3.75

Genuine Chocolate 
Covered Insects
Satisfy your sweet tooth with our chocolate 
covered insects!  Each package contains 
six completely edible, farm-raised insects 
(three crickets and three beetle larva) 
dipped in rich, creamy chocolate.  Yummy!

BUG-355 $2.95 / pkg of 6
Though these contain no nuts, they are not manufactured in a nut-free environment.

Paper Balloon Paradox
A balloon made out of paper?  Yes!  Unfold it and spend a 
few minutes bouncing it in your hand.  You won’t believe 
your eyes as this crunchy, colorful balloon slowly fills with 
air.  And what’s going on with the hole at the center of 
the balloon?  Air goes in... but doesn’t escape unless you 
crush the balloon!  ≈6" diameter.  Colors may vary.

AIR-160 $2.25 each

The Private Eye Loupe
This high-quality jeweler’s 5X magnifying loupe is perfect 
for looking closely at objects, and durable enough for young 
children.  Use your loupe to check out bugs, leaves, your 
fingernail—anything you can think of!

EYE-231  $3.95

Dissolving Paper
This amazing paper dissolves in 
water.  Dip it in hot or cold water 
and watch it disappear before 
your eyes!  Can be used in most 
laser printers and copiers.  After 
it’s printed on, the paper will 
dissolve, but the letters will remain!  
Make your own alphabet soup!  8.5" 
x 11" sheets of paper.  Ages 5+.

SM-515  $7.95 / 15 sheets

Turing Tumble
Build mechanical computers 
powered by marbles to solve 
logic problems. It’s a mesmerizing 
opportunity to “peek under 
the hood” and discover how 
computers work. It is hands-on, 
fun, easy to learn, and suitable 
for anyone age 8 and above. Best 
of all, the logic is all right there 
in plain sight—no coding syntax, 
smart phones or tablets required! 
Perfect for learning engineering 
and computer science concepts.  
Ages 8+.

CST-550 $69.95

Brand new!

A delicious favorite!

= Top Kid Pick

Smithsonian 
Magazine Overall Best 
STEM Toy 2018!

Static Snowstorm Kit
Fill each plastic globe with small Styrofoam pellets that 
react when the globe is statically charged.  Perfect for 
demonstrating that like charges repel and unlike charges 
attract.  Easy to assemble and impossible to forget!  
Includes six plastic globe ornaments with caps, an ample 
supply of Styrofoam pellets, and instructions.  

STC-160 $7.95 4


